ALLIANZ TUITION INSURANCE
[VISUAL] Water painting image looking over a blue car’s steering wheel at another blue vehicle
in front of it. The rear-view mirror is seen and is showing another blue car. The image folds into
itself and reveals another blue water painting of a home window with a green plant on the sill.
The image swirls and changes to a blue water color painting of a stage with a singer in a red
dress from afar. The image zooms in on the dancing singer to reveal her red shoes and blonde
hair. The singer walks to the right and the woman changes into a young man.
[AUDIO: music: upbeat]
[DIALOGUE: woman] You insure your car, you insure your house. And if you’re a pop star you
may even insure your body parts.
[VISUAL] Another blue water painting reveals the young man walking right, into a classroom
from outside. He is wearing a red sweater and has red shoes and blue hair. The man walks into
a stadium seating class room towards an empty green chair. All his classmates are blue and are
either reading books or on their laptops.
[AUDIO: music: upbeat]
[DIALOGUE: woman] But what most people don’t know is, you can insure your college tuition
too.
[VISUAL] The young man sits at the green chair facing the camera. The screen then switches to
the right to reveal a watercolor painting of a dormitory-like room. The room has a bed, sports
memorabilia on the wall, and the young man sitting in a chair at his desk, drawing. A basketball
rolls in from the left and hits the chair. The young man notices and leans to pick it up. He grabs
the ball, stands, and throws the ball to the right, switching the scene. The basketball covers the
entire screen and moves quickly from left to right. The same man receives the ball on the other
side. He is now on the right side of a basketball court and is playing opposite a larger red man
on the left. The red man hits the blue man and the scene becomes all blue with a highlight on
the basketball net still visible. The basketball can be seen going through the net, scoring. The
highlight expands to all white and the basketball net disappears. A door is revealed.
[AUDIO: music: upbeat]
[DIALOGUE: woman] So how does it work? Allianz Tuition Insurance can reimburse any nonrefundable out of pocket costs for tuition, fees or room and board if the student has to
withdraw from school because of a serious, covered, medical or mental illness or injury.
[VISUAL] A medical cross is shown above the door and the door swings open to show the young
blue man with a bandage around his head, in a wheel chair, a cast on his left leg, a cast on his
right arm and a box in his lap containing a book, a basketball, and other personal items. There is
also a bill with “$$$” on top of the box. The camera pans into the blue man. The scene switches
to read “Tuition Insurance by”, an Allianz Global Assistant Logo. The Screen switches again to
reveal more copy “For more information, visit allianztuitioninsurance.com or call 1-888-4275045”

[AUDIO: music: upbeat]
[DIALOGUE: woman] Let us help protect one of your most important investments: their
education.
[AUDIO: music ends]

